1/26/21 COATD Technology SIG notes from 730-0900
Attendance:
Teresa Stevenson
Michelle Stiver
Sarah Gillam
Todd Remer
Russell Cotter
Randy Meredith
Sherry Hill
Garrett Kowalski

Dick Pfister
Lisa Poulin
Kevin R
Leslie Junk
Sarah Esala
Joe Suarez
Seema Patel

Best Piece of Advice and Why:
“Every pot has a lid”
“Is not what you say – it’s how you say what you say”
“Let it go”
“The only thing you can really control is within a 3ft radius”
“You get what you give”
“Fix your core”
“If you can’t time to do something right – don’t start”
“Worry is the misuse of the imagine”
“Don’t be afraid to make the leap”
“Make sure you have realistic expectations.”
“Everything happens for a reason”
“Find out who you are, and do it on purpose”
“If you only have one belief, it will eventually become a falsehood”
Keep your promises”
“Wait for someone to start repeating themselves before trying to think of a resolution”
Cornerstone Custom Pages:
Kevin shared a demonstration on how to create a custom pages within the Learning Management
System – Cornerstone.
It included:

Using the Cornerstone widgets to create a custom page.
-

-

One of the widgets includes an html widget that allows more customization.
o You can track learner traffic with this widget
▪ In his corporation, they found the most clicked was all clickable areas that start
with “my” such as their pages My Learning, My Dashboard and My Playlists.
o This widget is also more responsive by allowing to establish breakpoints.
▪ A breakpoint points to where you stretch the horizontal and vertical lines, which
is key to responsive design.
▪ He uses Responsinator to test responsive design.
▪ Cannot get a lot of responsiveness if you mix using the HTML widget with other
page creation widgets in Cornerstone.
His corporation uses playlists to create a list of courses based on specific learner population
learning needs.
His corporation created a Leader Portal where anyone can go to learn leadership skills.
He tried to match branding colors for his organization.

Question to the team: Who uses Cornerstone as their Learning Management System?
Nationwide
Huntington
Cardinal Health
The Ohio State University
Question to the Team: What are other LMS’s used by this group?
Docebo
Other Tools to Create Landing Pages
SharePoint is another tool that can be used to create landing pages.
-

This tool gives customizability

LMS Reporting
Idar
-

This tool is used for ops reviews for monthly reporting
This is a purchased product

Power Bi
-

This is a tool used for compliance tracking
This is a purchased product

Reporting 2.0

-

Reporting tool used through Cornerstone and is included with the LMS
Some uses have experience frequent report crashing with this tool.

Acknowledgements and Test Out
There is a need for some to deliver courses that require acknowledgements of agreement with their
compliance courses.
-

Using Storyline and creating acknowledgement in course, but learners couldn’t get back to the
course if the acknowledgement was completed in the middle of the course.
o In the future, will have the learners complete the course and then complete the
acknowledgement.
o Cornerstone has a standalone acknowledgement feature that can be used with any
courses added to the course.
▪ This feature requires addition learner education to learn how this feature
interacts with their learning transcript.
o Cornerstone has an esignature feature
o Nationwide has an app they use to acknowledge policies and keeps track of compliance.

Creating and Distributing PodCasts
-

Nationwide creates podcast scripts and the editing is completed by Mindset Digital.
Links to the podcasts are placed on SharePoint for other to access.
o Podcasts are not downloadable from this site.
Other tools to edit Podcasts
o Audacity
o SharePoint (not using podcast feature currently, but is being used as a repository.
o MS Streams
▪ Will replace video space
▪ Replacing Brightco with MS Streams
▪ Support for audio is coming soon with this tool
▪ If you change from mp3 to mp4, will load to MS Streams

Other Training Tools
1.
2.
-

On-Board Software by Procell
Great user experience
More social
White boards
Private sessions
Train by Cell
Currently being used by COSI
Communicate be email or text & distribute content by subscribed groups
o Can schedule messages
o Has own mobile website
o Can schedule sequenced tips
3. Photo Pea

4.
5.
6.
7.
-

A replacement tool for photoshop
Kimp
A replacement tool for photoshop
For Free Images
Pixabley
Splash Images
Pixlars
Davinci
A good tool for audio
This tool will configure based on if you use Premiere or other converter tool
Vlc media player
Another good audio converter tool

Joe Suarz – Upcoming events
-

A new YouTube Channel = eLearning Outloud
Has an upcoming Podcast interview with Jonathan Carter
Cara North YouTube Channel = Unfiltered ID
YouTube Channel = TLDC US

Question to the Team: What format would be best suited for future SIG formats?
-

Like socializing in the safety of video
Likes the efficiency of virtual meetings
Heard on the radio
o People are more relaxed in a virtual environment
o Virtual meetings are more efficient

Question to the Team: What about a hybrid SIG?
-

May need to think through carefully how to effectively conduct the meeting when trying to have
an in-person meeting that contains a large group and individuals attending virtually.
A choice may need to include either virtual or in-person. There seems to be a tendency to focus
on what is in front of us.

Question: How effective is the communication from the SIGs?
-

Like initial communication from SIGs.
Like the reminders
Would like to see text reminders
Would like to have specific details regarding SIGs that have specific agendas

